OASA Local Rules updated Feb 2003

Based on motions passed at OASA Council Meetings

1. The Competition Rules For Orienteering Federation Of Australia (OFA) Foot Orienteering Events apply in South Australia
2. The guidelines for courses at events as outlined in “OASA Event Guidelines” shall also apply to orienteering events in South Australia.
3. State Championship, State School Championships, State Relays and Night Championships shall be a regular part of the event program.
4. For State Individual and Schools Championships there will be awards for the first three place getters for A classes and at least first in B and other classes offered.
5. The resident champion shall be acknowledged in any State Championship
6. Only members of a recognised orienteering club affiliated with an Australian state orienteering association or other IOF affiliated body, may pre-enter the state championships
7. Any club that charges event fees greater than the maximum fees approved by OASA for that type of event shall pay all excess fees so charged to OASA.
8. Levies on entries shall be payable to OASA for championship, badge, major and minor events (the last two applicable to metropolitan events only).
9. Levy of at least $2 be paid in addition to normal event levy for mountain bike orienteering events (MTBO), with first $ to cover extra insurance cost for MTBO and extra funds toward development of MTBO.
10. Dogs are not allowed out of vehicles unless specifically invited (although in public open space eg parkland, rules according to dogs apply).
11. At some events dogs may be totally excluded if required by landowners.
12. At pre-entry events where pre-marked maps are supplied, maps must be supplied in plastic bags.
13. On application to OASA, independent controllers shall be reimbursed travelling expenses at a rate as determined by OASA Council
14. OASA appointed controllers shall furnish a written report to OASA within 2 months of the event.